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Ling 610: Syntax (Graduate Seminar) 

Syllabus, Spr. 2014 

Joseph Galasso Ph.D. 

e-mail: joseph.galasso@csun.edu 

Home page: http://www.csun.edu/~galasso 

Office: ST 425, Hours (TBA) Tel: ext. 0917 

I. Description:  

Prerequisites:  (ENGL 301, or equivalent. Preparatory: ENGL 302, Ling 404). In-depth study of 

current approaches to syntactic analysis. (3 units/Seminar) 

A graduate-level seminar on the nature of syntax. This class is designed to cover general concepts 

syntactic systems within a language and, to a small degree, across language typologies. Generally 

speaking, there is consensus now being reached amongst linguists that syntax should be rightly defined 

as a structure-dependent phenomenon that crucially involves Movement.  In this respect, Movement 

becomes the essential pedagogical device in spelling-out syntactic operations. 

Syntax will assume a Chomskyan Framework. 

 

II.  Learning Outcomes 

All MA Graduates of Linguistics will: 

 (1) Demonstrate a high proficiency of knowledge in the core disciplines of linguistic    theory (phonetics 

and phonology, morphology and syntax, semantics and pragmatics)  

(2) Demonstrate how such fundamental knowledge in the core disciplines can equally be used in applied 

settings (frameworks for teaching language). 

(3) Demonstrate the ability to read, analyze and evaluate linguistic research: (demonstrate a high level 

of critical thinking and problem solving). 

(4) Demonstrate the ability to conduct original research, analyze data, and make appropriate 

conclusions. 

(5) Demonstrate the ability to apply linguistic knowledge to general language issues at large in their 

community (e.g., issues relating to first & second language acquisition, language learning in the early 

school years,  bilingualism, social dialects, language variation and change). 

 

mailto:joseph.galasso@csun.edu
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Syntax: Theoretical background and Method of Instruction:  

It is a rather straightforward linguistic comment to say that ‘words that “fire” together “wire” together’. 

The adage (taken from Donald Hebb a Canadian neuropsychologist) nicely packages the word bundling 

we find within phrase structure and constituency.  Dating as early as Chomsky’s 1965 ‘Aspects of the 

Theory of Syntax’, modern theoretical syntax began to unravel the hidden complexity and structure of 

what exactly comes to serve as a bundle of words. 

To a large degree, the defining aspect of a ‘word bundles’ –what we more formally call syntactic 

structure—can be captured by relative phenomena (where e.g., c-command and max-projections, 

attract closest condition, come into play). One underlying theme behind the phenomena is the two-

prong assessment of (i) Locality (closeness to) and (ii) Movement (distant from).  

Displacement in Language—‘Movement’ comes about for two essential reasons: 

(i) To acquire/check a functional feature in a higher phrasal projection, 

(ii) For discourse purpose. 

While  Economy conditions constrain movement—move to closest possible position. 

In addition to the core lectures surrounding syntax in general, we will more specifically come to consider 

the class lecture materials as problem-sets related to how Locality and Movement can help determine 

syntactic structure. As a thematic pedagogical device, the seminar will be structured around movement, 

the historically analysis of movement, and how the syntax tree is understood as a heuristic tool to 

uncovering related movement operations. 

 Lecture I will examine relative syntactic operations such as Gapping, Fragmentation, Ellipsis, Movement, 

and Substitution. 

Lecture II examines general syntactic Movement Operations. 

Lecture III deals with Agreement. 

(i) Ellipsis. What types of structures can undergo ellipsis and which can’t? (also included here is the 

concept of empty categories). How does gapping occur and what if any constrains gapping? 

(ii) Movement.  What can move as a constituent, and what can’t? (fronting, focus, cleft sentences). 

(The idea here is to use the Move analogy (pervasive in language) as a mechanism for defining 

syntactic structure). 

(iii) Substitution. What can and can’t be substituted within a syntactic slot? 

(iii) Anaphor. What can take its reference from an antecedent? 
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Ling 610 

Texts (required): Radford, Andrew (2009). Analysing English Sentences: A Minimalist Approach. CUP. 

PDFs (required) 

(Recommended readings…from advanced to introductory): 

· Chomsky, Noam (1995). The Minimalist Program. MIT Press. 

· Bošković , Željko and Howard Lasnik (Eds. 2007). Minimalist Syntax: Essential Readings. Blackwell 

· Miyagawa, Shigeru (2010). Why Agree? Why Move? MIT Press. 

· Boeckx, Cedric (2008). Understanding Minimalist Syntax.  Blackwell. 

· Galasso, Joseph (2013). Minimum of English Grammar,  volume I & II. Cognella 

· Palmer, Frank.  (1984/1991, 2nd Ed) Grammar. A Pelican Book. (Classic). 

 

PDFs for Ling 610 Syntax seminar 

1. A Dual Probe-Goal relation (Galasso). 

 PDF no. 1 

 

2. The Framework(Galasso). 

 PDF no. 2 

 

3. Opening Remarks (Galasso). 

 PDF no. 3  

 

4. What is Movement? 

 PDF no. 4  

http://www.mitpressjournals.org/doi/pdfplus/10.1162/0024389052993655 

 

5. A Neurocognitive perspective on language: The Declarative/Procedural Model.  

(Michael T. Ullman) 

 PDF no. 5  http://brainlang.georgetown.edu/pubs/ullman_natrevns_01.pdf 

 

6. Lexical entries and rules of language: A multidisciplinary study  of German inflection. 

(Harald Clahsen) 

 PDF no. 6  http://www.uni-potsdam.de/fileadmin/projects/prim/papers/bbs99.pdf 

 

 

http://www.mitpressjournals.org/doi/pdfplus/10.1162/0024389052993655
http://brainlang.georgetown.edu/pubs/ullman_natrevns_01.pdf
http://www.uni-potsdam.de/fileadmin/projects/prim/papers/bbs99.pdf
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7. Clitic Positions and Restructuring in Italian 

 PDF no.7  http://www.unige.ch/lettres/linguistique/shlonsky/readings/Restructuring.pdf 

 

8. Clahsen ‘shallow processing’ 

 PDF no.8 http://www.uni-potsdam.de/fileadmin/projects/prim/papers/clahsen_felser04.pdf 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.unige.ch/lettres/linguistique/shlonsky/readings/Restructuring.pdf
http://www.uni-potsdam.de/fileadmin/projects/prim/papers/clahsen_felser04.pdf
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Linguistics 610 Seminar in Syntax: Lecture schedule 

Lecture I: Structure      Radford Chapters:  PDFs:  

(Week 1. No Class) 

Week 2: Class meets       

Week 3: Opening Remarks: What is Structure and Structure Dependency?  1-3  No. 1-2  

Week 4:  What is morphosyntax—What  is movement?  

Week 5: Parsing Morphosyntax/Tree-Structure Dependency 

Week 6: The Syntactic Tree/Structure        No. 3 

·Binary Principle, ·Headness Principle, ·Phrase Structure/Constituency,  

·C-command, · Max-Projection,  

Week 7:  Testing Structure         No. 4, 7 

·Gapping, ·Movement, ·empty-category 

Exam 1 

Lecture II: Movement        4-6, 8 

Week 9: Movement/Constituency        No. 4, 5 

Week 10: Null Constituents 

Week 11: A-Movement 

·VISH (Subj VP internal) 

Week 12: Head-Movement/Wh-Move 

Exam 2 

Lecture III: Agreement        7-9  No. 6 

Week 14: Probe-Goal: Agreement/Case 

Week 15: Split VP, Phases 

Merge over Move, Child Syntax,  L2 syntax (shallow processing, e.g., Clahsen)   No. 8 

Final Exam 
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Opening Remarks  

Some of the most powerful heuristics (tools) for unpacking underlying syntactic structure are captured 

in movement applications (viz., co-ordination & substitution, insertion & deletion). As an opening 

remark, let’s take the basic example below and see just how movement applications might allow us to 

define underlying syntactic structure (Radford, p. 59): 

Constituent: A structural unit upon which the max-projection is defined. For example, the (three word) 

Prepositional Phrase (PP) such as ‘into the light’ is formed by the constituents: the preposition into, the 

determiner the, and noun light (whereby an embedded DP has a two constituent form: the determiner 

the and the noun light). 

Projections: The core of syntax is captured by the binary nature of the ‘maximal projection’ (as governed 

by a Head): 

(i) Min-projection:  A Head. 

(ii) Intermediate projection:  X-bar 

(iii) Max-projection:  A constituent not contained within any larger constituent with the 

same head. A Spec-Head-Comp (of a given Head). 

      XP =>(Max) 

  Y          X’ => (Intermediate) 

                            Spec   X         Z 

                    comp 

     Head  => (Min)  

 

We’ll come to see how much of syntax is shaped by XP max-projection structure. 

Fragments and Co-ordination 

1. Speaker A: What does he do to keep fit? 

Speaker B:  

a. [VP Run  [PP up         the hill]] and   [VP  __   [PP up  [DP the mountain]]] 

b.        Run         up [DP the hill]  and    [__          [PP __ [DP the mountain]]] 

c.        Run         up         the hill   and  *[VP run  [PP __ [DP the mountain]]] 

d.        Run         up [DP the hill]  and    [VP run   [PP __*[DP __mountain]]] 

 

a. ‘up the hill’ is a PP constituent of  the verb (phrase) ‘run’.  

b. The verb ‘run’ can delete and be recovered by same type of constituent via co-

ordination. The same stands for the preposition ‘up’. Known as gapping, only 

maximal-projections can gap. 
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c. ‘run up the mountain’ is a VP constituent , but  ‘[VP run __ [DP the mountain]] is  

VP-fragmented without PP. Thus the two are not the same type of constituent so 

co-ordination is not allowed. 

d. While a max-projection NP, the sole noun ‘mountain’ doesn’t form a constituency 

(since it requires a D for features, known as concord. Rather, ‘the mountain’ does 

form a DP constituency with concord. Cannot break-up a concord/ constituency. 

e.g.,           she does like to watch [DP which films]? 

[DP Which__] does she does like to watch[ DP  __     films]? 

 

 

Co-ordination Condition:  Only constituents of the same type can be co-ordinated. 

 

The verb ‘run’ can be deleted in such co-ordination (recovered by co-ordination) as well as the 

preposition ‘up’. (Both form max-projection/constituencies). 

 

2. Speaker A. What did he do about his bills? 

a. Speaker B: Ring up the phone company and *__up the electricity company. 

b. Speaker B:  Ring up the phone company and ____   the electricity company.  

 

It seems that  ‘up the electricity company’ is not acting as a constituent PP here (unlike (1) above) given 

that co-ordination does not work. 

 

 

So, our syntax must somehow find a way to tease out the distinct properties of the two. Consider the 

two structures below: 

3.  a.*[VP ring [PP up the electricity company]] 

b. [VP ring-up the electricity company] 

 

If (2b) above is our correct analysis, this would explain why (3a) is ungrammatical but (3b) is fine: ‘up the 

electricity company’ is not a constituent PP, but rather ‘up’ is a complex verb  particle ‘ring-up’ and thus 

serves as a constituent which can’t be broken-up. 2b is fine since now the VP is what is being deleted 

and co-ordinated: [ring-up x and  (ring-up)___y.] 

Hence, the overall syntax is as follows: 

4. a. [VP run [PP up…]] 

b.  [VP run-up]… 
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Consider the constituencies below: 

5. What has the chairman resigned from? 

a. [VP Resigned [PP from [DP the board]]] 

b. [PP from [DP the board]] 

c. [DP the board] 

d. [PP from *[DP __ board]] 

e. *[VP Resigned [PP __[DP the board]]] 

f. *[DP the__] 

g. *[T’ [T has] [VP Resigned [PP from [DP the board]]]] 

(e-g break constituency. g. being  only a t-bar projection is not a max-projection) 

 

6. L2 syntactic processing (Shallow processing, Clahsen). 

L2 processing has been shown to be not fully abstract in its underlying structure, so much so that 

models suggest L2 speakers engage in a shallow syntactic processing phenomenon instead of deep 

syntactic processing. On such example that we’ll come to consider is the bricolage (leggo-type) 

adjunctions of top structure which gets merely attached to lower structure in seemingly a structure 

independent manner. 

a. [TP he said that] 

a’. [CP when did [TP he said that]]? 

b. [TP he got it] 

b’ [CP why did [TP he got it]]? 

Also, native L1 speakers show response-time (RT) advantages for high-frequency (HF)  irregulars (but not 

for HF regulars). Most L2 studies fail to show such a distinction (see Clahsen/Felser, 2006, PDF). 

HF irregulars : ‘went’, ‘broke’,  ‘wore’ 

HF regulars: ‘walked’  (as compared to Low Frequency  ‘stalked’) 

 

L1 speakers thus show decomposition of [stem+ affix] for regulars and thus there is no RT advantage for 

HF regulars (over irregulars). But L2 speakers show no RT distinction—suggesting that regulars and 

irregulars are similarly stored and retrieved in the brain. 

 Summary: L1 shows a Dual Mechanism Model, L2 doesn’t (shallow processing). 

 

Such are the types of analyses which can help us define the underlying structure of syntax. By using 

movement applications throughout this seminar, our goal is to tease out the finer analyses which make-

up the core of syntax. 


